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Denim Side Up is a way of life where you highlight
your original self, unafraid. Spykar encourages you
to embrace your authentic self in pure denims
& their classic counterparts this season.

Washed dark indigo denim
shirt with elbow patch;
dark blue skinny-fit denims
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THE DENIM GANG
The coolest of the cool sport a mix of the best.
On the girls (L) - Embellished denim shirt paired with distressed and sequined denims.
(R) - Western style denim shirt with ruffles paired with mid-wash denims.
On the guys (L) - Checked shirt paired with faded blue & skinny-fit denims, layered
with a biker jacket. (R) - Washed dark indigo denim shirt with elbow patch and pocket,
paired with skinny-fit & faded denims with patches.

DO THE
DENIM WALK

Spykar denims to set the swagger right.
We’ve got everything from mid-wash, embellished,
distressed, sequined and more in a range of classic
and urban fits!

CHECKIN’
INTO YOUR
WARDROBE!
Checks are a classic counterpart to all
your denim looks! We have everything
from tartans to twill to fulfill all your
pattern style fantasies.

(L): Double-cloth checked shirt with
flap pockets

(L): Plaid checks twill shirt with single
patch pocket, white round-neck tee with
doodle print & super-skinny faded
mid-blue denim jeans
(R): Plaid checks twill shirt with patch
detail, layered over a teal round-neck
tee. A sleeveless puffer jacket and
skinny-fit, faded & light blue denims
complete this look

(R): Checks shirt with shoulder seam
detail, layered over a white round neck
tee with tribal print

JAZZ IT UP WITH
JACKETS
Add some funk to your outfit!

PICK A LAYER
Layer it right in camo print.
Stay warm & keep your fashion quotient up!

Camo patterned
hoodie with
contrast rib

(L) Pair this printed polo tee
in contrast pop colour with
a light camouflage jacket
(R) This hooded sweatshirt
looks cooler with a printed
crew neck black tee
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SOAK UP THE SUN
Beat the chill in puffer jackets and hoodies or flaunt a camo print
bomber! Add some graphic tees into the mix for a cohesive Autumn-Winter look.
Show your swag in
this black
sweatshirt with
photo print hoodie

Black, HD print round-neck tee paired with
a sporty black bomber jacket

SHARP
STYLE
UP
Take semi-formal wear to a whole
new level with our collection.
Featured below: Slim fit olive
green trousers.
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Wear this black tee layered with a knitted,
casual blazer, and paired with ankle
length raw washed indigo denims.

Chinos & a single-breasted
notched lapel blazer over
a white-printed shirt paired
with a slim cross pocket

Henley t-shirt in jersey fabric with
branding on the chest

CHOOSE YOUR
KIND OF TEE
The classic, white polo pique t-shirt
with embroidery on the right sleeve.

